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This paper completes the construction of the Brauer tree of

the sporadic simple Thompson group in characteristic 19. Our

main computational tool to arrive at this result is a new parallel

implementation of the DirectCondense method.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTSLet Th be the sporadic simple Thompson group.In [Hiss and Lux 1989] the Brauer tree of the prin-cipal 19-block of Th has been determined up totwo possibilities. In this note, we show which ofthem is the correct one, and we describe the newcomputational techniques that enabled us to de-cide between these two possibilities. We believethat the methods presented here will be powerfulenough to solve even more di�cult problems in themodular character theory of the sporadic groups.As a general reference for the theory of blocksof cyclic defect, the interpretation of a Brauer treeand its planar embedding, see the introduction of[Hiss and Lux 1989]. The planar embedded Brauertree of the principal 19-block of Th is given inFigure 1; it also appears in [Hiss and Lux 1989,p. 277, Case I]. Its nodes are labelled by the num-bers of the corresponding ordinary irreducible char-acters, where we use the notation for the ordinaryirreducible characters of Th as they are given in[Conway et al. 1985, p. 176] and in the GAP soft-ware [Sch�onert et al. 1994]. In Table 1 we list theordinary irreducible characters of G lying in theprincipal 19-block, plus some additional informa-tion concerning them.The degrees of the irreducible Brauer charactersare given in Table 2. A Brauer character that
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294 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 4� Degree CC 19A1 1 r 12 248 r 14 27 000 5 15 27 000 4 19 85 995 10 110 85 995 9 112 767637 13 �113 767637 12 �122 4 096000 23 �1
� Degree CC 19A23 4 096 000 22 �125 4 881 384 r �126 4 936 750 r �129 6 696 000 30 130 6 696 000 29 135 21 326 760 36 136 21 326 760 35 143 76 271 625 r 144 77 376 000 r 148 190373 976 r �1

TABLE 1. Ordinary irreducible characters lying in the principal 19-block of Th. The column headed \CC"contains the entry \r" in rows corresponding to real-valued characters; otherwise it contains the number of thecomplex conjugate character. The last column contains the values of the characters on elements of class 19A.Characters that are connected on the Brauer tree must have unequal values on this class.
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FIGURE 1. The Brauer Tree mod 19 of the sporadicsimple Thompson group Th.corresponds to an edge of the tree connecting �iand �j , with i < j, is denoted by 'i.To obtain the result of this paper, we had toapply a new condensation technique to a moduleof dimension 976 841 775, the permutation moduleon the cosets of the third maximal subgroup ofTh. The condensed module has dimension 1403over F 19 and can be analyzed with the MeatAxe[Parker 1984], giving the result. We have used theMeatAxe implementation in C by Michael Ringe[1994]. The details are given in Section 2. Weremark that in order to arrive at only two possibil-ities for the Brauer tree in [Hiss and Lux 1989], we

Char. Degree'1 1'2 248'4 27 000'5 27 000'9 85 995'10 85 995'12 740 637'13 740 637'22 4 096 000
Char. Degree'23 4 096 000'25 4 881 383'26 4 936 502'29 6 696 000'30 6 696 000'35 16 490 123'36 16 490 123'43 71 335 123'44 72 494 617

TABLE 2. Degrees of the irreducible Brauer characters.had to rule out several other possibilities using so-phisticated techniques involving Green correspon-dence. We have checked the results of the conden-sation against these other possible trees. None ofthem is consistent with the condensation results.The condensation method was originally con-ceived by Parker and Thackray [Thackray 1981],and is also described in [Ryba 1990] and [Lux et al.1994]. The idea of the new DirectCondense tech-nique goes back to Parker and Wilson, and a fullerdiscussion is given in [Cooperman and Tselman1996]. In Section 3 we give details on the im-plementation and special techniques for doing thecondensation in practice.
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2. CONDENSATION

2.1. General RemarksLet A be a �nite-dimensional algebra over the �eldF and e 2 A be an idempotent. Let mod-A denotethe category of �nitely generated right A-modules.Then the exact functor?
A Ae : mod-A �! mod-eAe :M 7�!Meis called the condensation functor with respect toe, and Me is called the condensation of M . Con-densation gives us a tool to analyse the submodulestructure of M by looking at Me instead. We willapply this for F a �eld of prime characteristic p,A = FG, where G is a �nite group, K the conden-sation subgroup of G having order jKj prime to p,and e = eK = jKj�1 �Xg2K g 2 FG:If M is an FG-module, then Me is the subsetof M consisting of the elements left �xed by K.Let ' denote the Brauer character of M , which isextended arbitrarily to a class function ~' on G.Then we havedimF (Me) = ('jK ; 1K)K = ( ~'; 1GK)G;where (� ; �)G denotes the scalar product for classfunctions. As each Brauer character can be writ-ten as a Z-linear combination of ordinary charac-ters restricted to the p-regular conjugacy classes,the computation of these scalar products can becarried out entirely in terms of ordinary charac-ters. If the block under consideration is describedby a Brauer tree, these linear combinations can di-rectly be read o� from the tree.If P is an FG-permutation module on the �niteset 
, then the condensed module Pe can be de-scribed as follows. Let fOig be the set of K-orbitson 
, and �Oi := P!2Oi ! 2 P be the orbit sums.Then f �Oig is an F -basis of Pe, and for g 2 G theaction of ege 2 eFGe on Pe is given as�Oi � ege =Xj aij(g) � jOj j�1 � �Oj ;

where aij(g) = ��f! 2 Oi : !g 2 Ojg��. Hence to�nd the action of ege, we are reduced to �ndingthe K-orbits on 
, their lengths, and the aij(g).
2.2. The Thompson GroupNow we let G := Th. For the necessary grouptheoretic information we refer the reader to [Con-way et al. 1985]. We start our constructions withthe irreducible representation D248 over F 2 that isthe 2-modular reduction of the irreducible ordinaryrepresentation of the same degree. Matrices for theaction of two generators A;B 2 G on the moduleunderlying D248 can be found in the group repre-sentation library [Wilson 1996a]. Here, A is a 2Aelement, B is a 3A element, and their product ABis a 19A element. This is a rationally rigid triple forG, see [Wilson 1996b; Pahlings 1990]. The follow-ing computations are carried out using D248 withthe help of the MeatAxe and GAP.We now let P1 := AB, P2 := AB2, and H :=hH1;H2i, whereH1 := (P1P2P1P 22P1P2)2P2;H2 := (H181 P�31 AP 31 )18:Furthermore, we let K := hK1;K2i, where K1 :=H1, K2 := Q2Q1Q�12 , andQ1 := H1H2H1H22 (H1H2)2(H1H22 )2;Q2 := (H2H1)2H31 (H2H1)3:We are going to choose K as our condensation sub-group. Hence we have to show that jKj is not divis-ible by 19, and we have to �nd the scalar products(�; 1GK)G for all irreducible ordinary characters ofG.We �nd that H1 is of order 36, and that bothH1, H2 centralize H181 . Hence H � CG(H181 ) �=21+8+ � A9. We will show that H equals that cen-tralizer. First we collect a few elements in H gen-erating a normal subgroup O � H of order 29.Then it turns out that D248jH has two di�erentconstituents of dimension 8, 8a and 8b say, where8b restricts irreducibly to K, while 8a has a �xedspace of dimension 1. Now the vector �xed by K



296 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 4yields an orbit of length 120 under the action ofH, yielding a permutation representation P120 ofH. This permutation group turns out to be of or-der 181 440 = jA9j. As O is contained in the kernelof P120, we conclude that H = CG(H181 ).By construction, we know that K is containedin a subgroup 21+8+ :L2(8) :3 of H, which is of index120 in H. Using the action of D248jK on an orbitof a suitable vector, we �nd that jKj � 774 144,hence we have K �= 21+8+ :L2(8) :3.To compute the scalar products (�; 1GK)G, we�rst observe that (�; 1GK)G = (�H ; 1HK) holds. Thecharacter tables of G and H are accessible in GAP,and it turns out that the fusion map of the conju-gacy classes of H into those of G is uniquely deter-mined up to table automorphisms of G. Further-more, as the normal subgroup O of H is containedin K, it is enough to �nd the fusion map fromL2(8) :3 to A9, which is induced by the fusion mapfrom K to H. Hence we choose a factor fusionmap from the character table of H to that of A9.Having �xed such a map, the admissible table au-tomorphisms of A9 are those that leave the chosenfusion map invariant. It now turns out that thereare exactly two possible fusion maps from L2(8) :3to A9, and these are not conjugate under the actionof the admissible table automorphisms. A look at

the classes of A9 that are the images of the classesof elements of order 36 under the factor fusion mapshows, that these classes in turn are in the imageof exactly one of the candidate fusion maps fromL2(8) :3 to A9. Now the scalar products (�; 1GK)Gfor all irreducible ordinary characters of G can becomputed. They are given in Table 3.The module we are going to condense is the FG-permutation module P on the cosets of H, whereF := F 19. It is found as the 19-modular reduc-tion of the corresponding ZG-permutation mod-ule. The latter in turn is found as the action ofG on the orbit of a nontrivial vector in the mod-ule underlying D248 that is �xed by H. Using theMeatAxe, such a vector is found to exist and tobe uniquely determined. The orbit is of length976 841 775, which is the index of H in G. FromTable 3, where the scalar products (�; 1GH)G aregiven, we compute dimF (Pe) = 1403.Let A;B 2 G denote the elements introducedabove. In Section 3 we will describe the methodof computation of both the action of A, B on theorbit of the seed vector and the matricesMeAe andMeBe giving the action of eAe and eBe on Pe. Weconsider the subalgebraK := heAe; eBei � eFGe:� pb H K1 ? 1 12 ? : :3 : :4 ? : :5 ? : :6 : :7 1 38 1 29 ? : :10 ? : :11 1 312 ? : 2

� pb H K13 ? : 214 : :15 : :16 : 117 : :18 : :19 1 920 : 221 1 1022 ? : 523 ? : 524 1 8

� pb H K25 ? 2 1526 ? : 827 : 628 : 629 ? : 630 ? : 631 : 1532 2 2133 2 3134 : 2535 ? : 2736 ? : 27

� pb H K37 1 4338 1 4339 2 6240 2 7041 1 7342 1 8643 ? : 9544 ? 2 11145 : 10046 1 11947 1 14748 ? 1 236
TABLE 3. Two-permutation characters of G. A star in the second column indicates a character in the principalblock of FG. The columns headed H and K give the scalar products (�; 1GH)G and (�; 1GK)G, respectively.



Cooperman, Hiss, Lux, and Müller: The Brauer Tree of the Principal 19-Block of the Sporadic Simple Thompson Group 297In fact there is no reason whyK should not be equalto eFGe, but we do not know whether this is thecase. Using the MeatAxe, with the two matricesMeAe and MeBe, we �nd the K-constituents of Pe.Their dimensions and their multiplicities are givenin Table 4.Dim. Mlp.1a 32a 13a 13b 16a 16b 18a 19a 1
Dim. Mlp.10a 114a 420a 120b 121a 231a 243a 143b 1

Dim. Mlp.62a 270a 273a 186a 187a 197a 3119a 1147a 1
TABLE 4. Results of condensation.

2.3. Proof of the ResultWe have to decide between two possible Brauertrees for the principal 19-block of G. The �rst pos-sibility, Case I, is the tree given in Figure 1, whichwill turn out to be the correct one. The secondpossibility, Case II, is given in Figure 2.The degrees of the irreducible Brauer characters'i in the principal block and the dimensions di ofthe corresponding condensed modules for Case I
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FIGURE 2. The second candidate (Case II) for theBrauer Tree mod 19 of Th.

are given in Table 5. They can be computed fromthe Brauer tree and Table 3. For example, in CaseI, '44 = �44 � �25 + �1 on 19-regular elements ofG. Hence d44 = 111 � 15 + 1 = 97. In Case II,'35, '36 have degree 20 586 123 and '44 has de-gree 64 302 617, and we have d35 = d36 = 25 andd44 = 87. All other degrees and dimensions remainunchanged.Char. Degree di'1 1 1'2 248 :'4 27 000 :'5 27 000 :'9 85 995 :'10 85 995 :'12 740 637 2'13 740 637 2'22 4 096 000 5
Char. Degree di'23 4 096 000 5'25 4 881 383 14'26 4 936 502 8'29 6 696 000 6'30 6 696 000 6'35 16 490 123 20'36 16 490 123 20'43 71 335 123 87'44 72 494 617 97

TABLE 5. Degrees of the irreducible Brauer charac-ters (Case I).By Tables 3 and 5, the eFGe-module Pe hasunique composition factors of degrees 147 and 119,respectively. These correspond to the two defect0 characters �46 and �47. All other eFGe-compo-sition factors of Pe have a smaller dimension, infact at most 97. It now follows from Table 4, thatthe irreducible eFGe-modules of dimensions 147and 119 restrict irreducibly to K. Finally, Table4 shows that there is an eFGe-composition factorof Pe of dimension at least 97, di�erent from theones of dimensions 147 and 119. This implies thatCase I is correct.
3. COMPUTATIONSThe key idea of the condensation method appliedhere is due to Parker and Wilson (private commu-nication). It consists in using the interpretation ofthe abstract set 
, where G acts on 
 as a set ofvectors in a space. This gives us a compact ande�cient way to compute the K-orbits and the ac-tion of group elements g 2 G. A fuller discussion of



298 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 4this method is contained in [Cooperman and Tsel-man 1996]. The program from that description wasused as the base, but performance enhancements,modi�cations for robustness and ease of use, andcheckpointing facilities had to be added to make itwork for the case of G = Th in its 248-dimensionalrepresentation D248 over F 2, where the set 
 con-sists of 976 841 775 vectors and K �= 21+8+ :L2(8) :3has order 774 144. This section concentrates onthese implementation issues.
3.1. The AlgorithmThe vectors in F 2482 are stored with eight entriesper byte. So, a vector requires 31 bytes. Since themachines having been used have 64-bit words, thevectors are in fact stored in 32 bytes each. Matrix-vector multiplication over F 2 is implemented usinglogical bit operations. A lookup table of all linearcombinations of each set of four adjacent rows un-der F 2 is kept for each matrix. Such a lookup tablewas �rst used by Arlazarov et al. [Aho et al. 1975;Arlazarov et al. 1970, p. 245], and was popularizedby Parker [1984] in his software for the MeatAxe.The natural algorithm would have been to main-tain a hash table for all the 976 841 775 vectors in
. Each vector would be stored in the table, alongwith an index indicating which K-orbit it comesfrom. At 32 bytes per vector, plus hash table over-head, this would imply the use of more than 32gigabytes, which would be far from possible at oursite. The solution is to store only 1=m of the vec-tors, where m = 64 in our case, thus allowing theentire computation to proceed within the availablevirtual memory. This is accomplished by applyinga second hash-like function, and by saving in thehash table only those vectors for which the func-tion returns zero modulo m. There are a few smallorbits that do not have such vectors. In the caseof such orbits, all of the vectors are stored in thehash table. Since K has order 774 144, it is al-ways feasible to place all vectors of a single orbitinto a temporary hash table of size less than 32megabytes.

This decision to store only some of the vectorsa�ects another part of the natural algorithm. Atseveral stages in the algorithm, one must determineif a new vector, !g, has previously been encoun-tered, and if it has been encountered, what is theindex of the orbit to which it belongs. The new so-lution requires one to do a local search of vectors inthe orbit !gK until one either �nds a vector whosesecond hash value is 0 modulo m, or else until allvectors of the orbit !gK have been found. At thispoint, one has found a vector !0 in the same orbitas !g. Either !0 is contained in the main hash ta-ble, and one can look up the index of the orbit, orone adds !0 to a queue of representatives of neworbits to be explored. Note that one is able to de-termine a vector that should be contained in thehash table even without having access to the hashtable. This is an important point in Section 3.2,where the distributed version of the algorithm isdescribed.The other complication of the implementationwas the decision whether to �rst store the vectorsin the hash table, and then compute the matrix en-tries aij (see Section 2.1) or else to compute bothat once. For e�ciency reasons, it was decided tocompute the two at the same time. Thus, when animage vector !g is computed, one next determineswhether a vector from the corresponding orbit is inthe hash table. If this is the case, one incrementsthe appropriate aij entry. But if it was not part ofa known orbit, when does one increment an appro-priate aij? Further, one must be careful that thenumber of images !g in the queue representing neworbits does not grow too large. This is especiallyworrisome at the beginning, when many points ofnew orbits are found, and for an unknown orbitthere may be a large number of member vectorswaiting in the queue. Ensuring proper accountingand memory restrictions is what leads to complica-tions. The same code is then used to condense thesecond and further matrices, maintaining the orbitdata structures found during the condensation ofthe �rst matrix.
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3.2. ParallelizationParallelization was carried out through a master-slave architecture. The code was much simpli�edby the use of the STAR/MPI software [Cooper-man 1995], a transaction-oriented parallel LISP.The computation used GCL Common LISP. Thisparallel tool is based on the MPICH implementa-tion of MPI. At Northeastern University, a small\homegrown" subset of MPI has been implementedby one of us (G. C.) and R. Kyzas as a teachingtool, which replaced MPICH in part of the compu-tations. This software helped to handle such con-currency issues as when two distinct slaves wereexploring the same orbit with two distinct orbitrepresentatives from the queue of new orbits.
3.3. TimingThe computations were done using eight 175 MHzAlpha 3000/300 workstations at Northeastern Uni-versity. While the seven slave workstations had64 megabytes and 300 megabytes of virtual mem-ory, the master had 192 megabytes and 1 giga-byte of virtual memory, timing tests indicate thata matrix-vector multiplication costs about 23 �s.The computation took about one month on eightworkstations. The calculation was roughly dividedinto 10 days to determine the orbits, 10 days forthe condensation of the �rst generator with respectto those orbits, and 10 days for the second gen-erator. The �rst two parts of the computationwere mixed together, as described in Section 3.1,although the majority of the �rst 10 days was stillspent in building new orbits and the majority ofthe second 10 days in computing the condensationof the �rst generator.There are two constraints on the speed of thecomputation: the number of slaves, or equivalently,the CPU speed of the slaves, and the size of semi-conductor memory on the master. Determinationof the orbits during the �rst 10 days was primar-ily constrained by the available CPU power. Thisis because the number of matrix-vector multiplica-tions in the computation of the points of an orbit

Oi is roughly proportional to jOijk, where k is thesize of the generating set for K. Yet, jOij=m pointsare needed to be stored on the master. Thus, theslave carries out km matrix-vector multiplicationsfor each hash access on the master.The second phase is constrained both by CPUspeed and by available memory on the master. Thecondensation of a generator with respect to thoseorbits requires approximately jOijm matrix-vectormultiplications on average, while jOij points needto be accessed on the master from the hash ar-ray. Hence the slave carries out m matrix-vectormultiplications for each hash access on the master.In addition, in the second phase, the hash table isalmost full and one must also update the matrixassociated with the condensation. Thus, there arestill more demands on memory.The fastest overall performance was determinedby balancing these competing demands of memoryand CPU time. It was found empirically that it wasadvantageous to choose m such that the hash arraywas larger than RAM, and to accept a certain pag-ing penalty. The memory demands for the hash ar-ray were proportional, of course, to j
j=m. In ourexample, m was chosen as 64, and the hash arrayoccupied 610 Megabytes, including hash overhead.
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